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Introduction

The Lodha–Moore groups were introduced in the paper [5] as finitely
presented counterexamples to the Day-von Neumann conjecture. The
only known counterexamples so far, due to Olshanskii and Sapir [7],
are complicated and have hundreds of relations. Here, the groups L
and M are introduced, with manageable presentations and a geometric
flavor, which makes them more attractive.

The purpose of these notes is to introduce these groups and ease the
process of assimilating them, since they have a steep learning curve.
The subject is treated with detail from the beginning. These notes will
be recycled as a chapter on a future book on Thompson’s groups, so
the reader is assumed to know all about Thompson’s group F and its
incarnations with diagrams and maps, and their presentations.

The main source for the Lodha–Moore groups is their original paper [5].
The two groups L andM are called G0 and G there. Other authors (see
[9]) name the groups G and yGy, respectively, which is a cumbersome
but visual notation, for reasons that will be understood when reading
section 6 below. The groups are all the same, obviously.

1. PPSL(R) and the Monod groups

All groups in these notes will be subgroups of the groupG = PPSL2(R)
of piecewise linear projective homeomorphisms of the real projective
line RP 1. This means that for an element f ∈ G, there exist points
t1 < t2 < . . . < tn in RP 1 such that for all i = 1, . . . , n, there exist real
numbers ai, bi, ci, di with aidi − bici = 1 and such that

f(t) =
ait+ bi
cit+ di

for all t ∈ [ti, ti+1], where it is understood that tn+1 = t1, and we are
abusing the notation by allowing t to be the point at infinity.

Let H ⊂ PPSL2(R) the stabilizer at infinity, i.e., the subgroup of
those f ∈ PPSL2(R) such that f(∞) = ∞. Then, elements of H can
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be seen as piecewise projective homeomorphisms of R. We have the
following fact:

Proposition 1.1. Let f ∈ H. Then there exists M > 0 and real
numbers r, s, u, v, with r, u ̸= 0, such that:

(1) For all t > M , we have f(t) = rt+ s.
(2) For all t < −M , we have f(t) = ut+ v.

Proof. It is clear that if infinity has to be fixed, near +∞ the corre-
sponding projective map (at+b)/(ct+d) must have c = 0, or else f(∞)
would be a/c. Hence, we have r = a/d and s = b/d. The same way
near −∞. ⊔⊓

Let A ⊂ R be a subring (for instance, Z, or Z[
√
2], or Q or R itself).

We are interested in those elements in G and H with coefficients in
A. We need the following set: Let PA ⊂ RP 1 be the set of elements
which can appear as fixed points of hyperbolic elements of PSL2(A).
An element (

a b
c d

)
in PSL2(R) is hyperbolic if it has two different real eigenvalues, and
hence linearly independent eigenvectors which give the fixed points.
DefineG(A) as the subgroup ofG such that all the coefficients ai, bi, ci, di
are in A, and all the breakpoints are in PA. The same way, define H(A)
as those elements in G(A) which fix infinity. Observe that for those
elements in H(A), the germs at infinity from the previous proposition
satisfy that the slopes r and u are units of the ring A. For instance, if
A = Z, the only possible slope is 1 (not −1 because the determinant
should be 1, or else the map would reverse the orientation).

These groups are interesting due to the following theorem:

Theorem 1.2 (Monod [6]). The Monod groups provide counterexam-
ples to the Day-von Neumann conjecture. More precisely:

(1) The group H has no free nonabelian subgroups.
(2) If A ̸= Z, the group H(A) is not amenable.

It is interesting to remark that the proof of part (1) is exactly the same
as in [1].
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2. The Minkowski question mark function ?(x)

We would like to relate piecewise projective maps with piecewise linear
maps. The key ingredient to do this is the Minkowski function. For
details on this function, see [8].

Definition 2.1. The Minkowski question mark function is defined the
following way. It is a function

? : [0, 1] −→ [0, 1]

defined first on the rational points. First define ?(0) = 0 and ?(1) = 1,
and recursively the following way: if it is defined for s, t ∈ [0, 1] with

s =
m

n
t =

p

q
,

then

?

(
m+ p

n+ q

)
=

?(s)+?(t)

2
.

This defines the function for all rational points in [0, 1], and we extend
it to the whole interval by continuity. We can also extend the function
to the whole real line by extending the [0, 1] map to any box of the type
[n, n+1]× [n, n+1] for each integer n, by just doing ?(t+1) =?(t)+1.

The graph of Minkowski’s function can be seen in figure 1.1 Sometimes
the function is called the devil’s starcase.

Figure 1. The graph of ?(x).

1Picture obtained from the Wikipedia page for the function. CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=599957.
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Here it is understood that 0 = 0/1 and 1 = 1/1. The rational number
(m + p)/(n + q) is called the mediant of m/n and p/q. A few values
are:

?

(
1

2

)
=

1

2
?

(
1

3

)
=

1

4
?

(
2

3

)
=

3

4

?

(
1

4

)
=

1

8
?

(
2

5

)
=

3

8
?

(
3

5

)
=

5

8
?

(
3

4

)
=

7

8

The reader familiar with the Farey series or the Stern-Brocot tree will
easily relate to this definition. We observe that all numbers on the left
are rational and on the image they are dyadic. It is true that ? is a
bijection between Q and the set D = Z[1

2
] of dyadics in R. The proof

is elementary and is left to the reader.

The Minkowski function is a homeomorphism of R, and its inverse is
another famous function, it is called the Conway box function, and the
image of t is denoted by ?−1(t) = t .

Our interest for the function ?(x) is the following result.

Proposition 2.2. Let q1, q2 ∈ Q and let di =?(qi) ∈ D, i = 1, 2. Let

f(t) =
at+ b

ct+ d

be a projective map which is continuous in the interval (q1, q2). Let f̃
be the conjugate of f by ?, that is:

f̃(t) =?(f(?−1(t)))

for all t ∈ [d1, d2]. Then f̃ is linear.

Proof. Let t1, t2 ∈ D, and let xi =?−1(ti) ∈ Q, for i = 1, 2. Write xi as
irreductible fractions pi/qi. It is enough to prove that

f̃

(
t1 + t2

2

)
=

f̃(t1) + f̃(t2)

2
.

To see this, observe that, by construction of ?(t), we have that

?−1

(
t1 + t2

2

)
=?−1

(
?(x1)+?(x2)

2

)
=

p1 + p2
q1 + q2

.

Now apply f to obtain

f

(
?−1

(
t1 + t2

2

))
= f

(
p1 + p2
q1 + q2

)
=

ap1 + ap2 + bq1 + bq2
cp1 + cp2 + dq1 + dq2

.
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And now apply ? to this fraction:

?

(
ap1 + bq1 + ap2 + bq2
cp1 + dq1 + cp2 + dq2

)
=

?

(
ap1 + bq1
cp1 + dq1

)
+?

(
ap2 + bq2
cp2 + dq2

)
2

=
?(f(x1))+?(f(x2))

2

=
f̃(t1) + f̃(t2)

2

as we wanted. ⊔⊓

Hence conjugation by the Minkowski function transforms projective
maps to linear maps, and it will also do the same with the piecewise
versions.

Finally, the Minkowski question mark function has an interpretation
with continued fractions, see [8]. It transforms the binary expression
of a real number to its continued fraction.

3. F as a subgroup of PPSL2(R)

Inside the group of piecewise projective maps we find a copy of F ,
obtained by conjugating the standard piecewise linear version of F in
R with the Minkowski function. The theorem is the following.

Theorem 3.1. The group of piecewise PSL2(Z) maps of the real line
with rational breakpoints is isomorphic to F .

This theorem is due to Thurston, who never published it.

It is important to remark that this group of piecewise PSL2(Z) is
defined as maps on the real line, so it also fixes infinity, but it is not
exactly the same as H(Z). The former group has breakpoints in all the
rationals, where elements in H(Z) have breakpoints in fixed points of
hyperbolic integer matrices. The two groups are related, but they are
not the same.

Proof. To prove this result we only need to conjugate with the Minkowski
function. Let f be a piecewise projective function with rational breaks.
Let t1, . . . , tn be the breaks, with

−∞ = t0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tn < tn+1 = +∞.

and let fi be the projective map in the interval [ti, ti+1] for i = 0, 1, . . . , n.
Observe that f preserves rational points, since all fi are projective with
integer coefficients.
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When conjugating by ?(t), as we saw in the previous section, the break-

points for the function f̃ are now dyadic numbers, infinity is still fixed,
and the map between two breakpoints is linear. Furthermore, if f pre-
serves rationals, the conjugate f̃ preserves dyadics. Finally, observe
what happens in the neighborhoods of infinity. The function f is, near
+∞ for instance, of the type f(t) = t + k for some integer k. The
slope is 1 because it has to be a unit of the ring, as we saw in the first
section. Since the function ? satisfies ?(t+ 1) =?(t) + 1, then f̃ is also
t+ k.

Hence f̃ is a map of the real line which is piecewise linear, has dyadic
breaks, preserves dyadics and near infinity it has slope 1 with integer
y-intercept. This is exactly F . ⊔⊓

Let us verify, just to illustrate the methods, that slopes are powers of
2. Let

a1
2n

a2
2n

be two consecutive breakpoints of f̃ , and let

f̃
(a1
2n

)
=

b1
2n

f̃
(a2
2n

)
=

b2
2n

be their images, where all four dyadics have been reduced to common
denominator. The slope of the linear map is

b2 − b1
a2 − a1

.

If this number is not a power of 2, it means there exists a prime number
p > 2 which divides one of the two numbers a2 − a1, b2 − b1 but not
the other, say p divides a2 − a1 and does not divide b2 − b1. Then, the
p+ 1 numbers

a1
2n

a1
2n

+
a2 − a1
p2n

. . .
a1
2n

+
(a2 − a1)(p− 1)

p2n
a2
2n

(which are dyadic because the p cancels with the numerator) would
map to

b1
2n

b1
2n

+
b2 − b1
p2n

. . .
b1
2n

+
(b2 − b1)(p− 1)

p2n
b2
2n

and these numbers are now not dyadic (except the first and the last
ones) because p does not divide the numerators. This is a contradiction,
so the slopes are powers of 2, as we already knew because the maps are
elements of F .

The two generators x0 and x1 for F have then their piecewise projective
counterparts. The map x0 is t + 1, so it commutes with ? and its
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a(t)

b(t)

−1

1

1

2

Figure 2. The generators of F in piecewise projective form.

conjugate is itself. It is straightforward to verify that the conjugate of
x1 is the following map:

x̃1(t) =



t if t ≤ 0
t

1− t
if 0 ≤ t ≤ 1

2
3t− 1

t
if
1

2
≤ t ≤ 1

t+ 1 if 1 ≤ t

Observe that the four maps involved in the four subintervals are pro-
jective, so to verify that it corresponds to x1 it is enough to check the
breakpoints. And those are clear: 0 goes to 0, 1/2 goes to 1, and 1
goes to 2. Hence this is the conjugate of x1.

Observe, to end this section, that the two maps x̃0 and x̃1 generate
the piecewise projective version of F . But observe that the two maps
are differentiable. So we conclude that all maps in PPSL2(Z) are
differentiable. Observe that a priori this was not clear at all, and for
other rings this is not true, as we can see with the map c below.

4. The small Lodha-Moore group

For this section, we will change the names and, following Lodha-Moore
in [5], call a the map x0 = x̃0, and b = x̃1. So a and b generate the
piecewise projective version of F .
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1

c(t)

1

Figure 3. The map c.

The small Lodha-Moore group is obtained when joining a third gener-
ator c given by

c(t) =


2t

t+ 1
if 0 ≤ t ≤ 1

t otherwise

Definition 4.1. The small Lodha-Moore group L is the subgroup of
PPSL2(Z) generated by the elements a, b, c.

See figure 3 for the graph of c.

Observe that c has determinant 2, so it needs to be divided top and
bottom by

√
2. Hence, c belongs to the group H(A), where

A = Z

[√
2

2

]
.

Having a group defined by the three generators is not very illuminating.
So to make it comfortable to work on it we will devise an interpretation
of the group L which involves trees, in a way that is very similar to
the one in F , but of course with an extra ingredient to account for c.
To do this we will need binary sequences. A binary sequence (finite or
infinite) is just a sequence of zeros and ones. As it is well-known, finite
binary sequences encode the nodes of the infinite binary tree, while
infinite sequences codify points in the boundary, or infinite paths down
the tree. Here we will make use of both.
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We will denote infinite binary sequences with Greek letters such as ξ,
ζ, η, and finite binary sequences with letters written in typewriter font,
such as s or t. Also, when specifiying the zeros and ones in a binary
sequence, they will also be written in typewriter font. Juxtaposition
will mean concatenation of the sequences. So we will have expressions
such as:

s = 10001011 ξ = 101η ζ = sξ.

The symbols 2<N and 2N will denote the sets of finite and infinite binary
sequences, respectively.

It is clear that elements of F act on the space 2N of infinite binary
sequences. We can consider the map

x : 2N −→ 2N

x(00ξ) = 0ξ
x(01ξ) = 10ξ
x(1ξ) = 11ξ

which the reader will recognize as corresponding to the generator x0.
We are interested in considering as infinite set of generators for F
the generators that have a small copy of x0 at any possible vertex of
the infinite tree. This is done for symmetry and elegance, because
we will also consider elements which have the c bump at any interval
corresponding to any node. Hence, having defined x, we can define the
map xs as the map which acts like x on a sequence which starts by s,
that is, xs(sξ) = sx(ξ), and is the identity on all other sequences. See
figure 4 for an example.

100 100

Figure 4. The element of F corresponding to the binary sequence
map x100. Both the element and the map will be denoted by x100.

Observe that these notation might be slightly confusing, but we hope
its regularity will compensate the confusion. The element that used to
be called x0 is now called just x or maybe x∅ if we want to emphasize
that it corresponds to having x on the root, which corresponds to the
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empty binary sequence. The element which was called x1 is still called
x1. And the element that is now called x0 corresponds to what in F
would be called x2

0x
−1
1 x−1

0 . The element x100 pictured above would be
x3
1x

−1
2 x−2

1 back in F . Some authors have previously considered this
generating set for F , see [3].

To see how to encode the map c as a map of binary sequences, we need
the following definition.

Definition 4.2. The map y in the space of infinite binary sequences is
defined recursively the following way, together with its inverse y−1:

y : 2N −→ 2N

y(00ζ) = 0y(ζ)
y(01ζ) = 10y−1(ζ)
y(1ζ) = 11y(ζ)

y−1 : 2N −→ 2N

y−1(0ζ) = 00y−1(ζ)
y−1(10ζ) = 01y(ζ)
y−1(11ζ) = 1y−1(ζ).

Observe that despite the recursiveness, it is always possible to find the
image by y of an infinite binary sequence:

y(100101101...) = 11y(00101101...)

= 110y(101101...)

= 11011y(01101...)

= 1101110y−1(101...)

Finally, as we have done with x, we will define an infinite set of gen-
erators ys, defined the same way. If a sequence starts by s, we apply
y to the tail, i.e. ys(sξ) = sy(ξ), and it leaves untouched all the other
sequences.

The reason for defining this map y is that it helps understand how the
map c works in binary sequences. First, we need to identify real num-
bers with infinite binary sequences. This is done through the following
maps, in particular through Φ:

φ : 2N −→ [0,∞]

φ(0ξ) =
1

1 + 1
φ(ξ)

φ(1ξ) = 1 + φ(ξ)

Φ : 2N −→ R
Φ(0ξ) = −φ(ξ̃)
Φ(1ξ) = φ(ξ).

where ξ̃ is the sequence obtained from ξ by replacing all symbols 0 by
1 and viceversa. Observe that these maps are reminiscent of continued
fractions. These maps are related to the writing of real numbers and
of the Minkowski question mark function using continued fractions.
We will not use continued fractions here, but the interested reader can
check [8].
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The interest of all these definitions is the following theorem.

Proposition 4.3. For all ξ in 2N we have

a(Φ(ξ)) = Φ(x(ξ)) b(Φ(ξ)) = Φ(x1(ξ)) c(Φ(ξ)) = Φ(y10(ξ))

The proof will rely on the following lemma:

Lemma 4.4. For all ξ in 2N we have ϕ(y(ξ)) = 2ϕ(ξ).

Proof. Observe the following fact: each infinite binary sequence is the
limit of a sequence of eventually constant binary sequences, i.e. such
that there exists n such that the digit beyond the n-th is always 0 or
always 1. For instance, the sequence 10110001 . . . is the limit of the
sequences

1111... 10000... 1011111... 101100000... · · ·
The reader should interpret this as an analog to a real number being
the limit of a sequence of rational numbers, or an infinite continued
fraction being the limit of its convergents.

Now, by continuity, it is enough to prove the result for sequences which
are eventually constant. Let ξ a sequence which is constant beyond
the n-th digit. The proof goes by induction on n. Observe that the
definition of y will be appropriate for this because when y advances in
the sequence, the n always strictly decreases.

The base case of the induction, n = 0, is easy:

ϕ(y(0000...)) = ϕ(0000...) = 0 = 2 · 0
ϕ(y(1111...)) = ϕ(1111...) = ∞ = 2 · ∞

And for the inductive step, we just have to consider the three cases
involved in the definition of y. For instance, the first case is

ϕ(y(00ξ)) = ϕ(0y(ξ)) =
1

1 +
1

ϕ(y(ξ))

,

and now apply the induction hypothesis, noticing that the point where
ξ starts to be constant is strictly smaller than that for 00ξ. So

1

1 +
1

ϕ(y(ξ))

=
1

1 +
1

2ϕ(ξ)

=
2

2 +
1

ϕ(ξ)

and observe that

2ϕ(00ξ) = 2
1

1 +
1

ϕ(0ξ)

= 2
1

1 +

(
1 +

1

ϕ(ξ)

) =
2

2 +
1

ϕ(ξ)

,
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which finishes this case. The other two cases are similar. ⊔⊓

Proof of Proposition 4.3. Start with a. We need to prove that a(Φ(ξ)) =
Φ(x(ξ)). This must be divided into the three cases needed to do x(ξ).
For the first case, assume ξ = 00ζ, Then, the left hand side is

a(Φ(00ζ)) = Φ(00ζ) + 1 = −ϕ(1ζ̃) + 1 = −ϕ(ζ̃)

and the right hand side:

Φ(x(00ζ)) = Φ(0ζ) = −ϕ(ζ̃).

The other two cases for a and the proof for b are left to the reader.

To prove the equality for c, observe that binary sequences starting by
10 correspond via Φ to real numbers in the interval [0, 1], so y10 leaving
the other sequences untouched corresponds with c being the identity
outside [0, 1]. Now for a binary sequence 10ξ, we have:

c(Φ(10ξ)) = c(ϕ(0ξ)) = c

(
1

1 + 1
ϕ(ξ)

)
Apply the definition of c for a point in [0, 1], and the lemma at the last
equality:

c

(
1

1 + 1
ϕ(ξ)

)
=

2

2 +
1

ϕ(ξ)

=
1

1 +
1

2ϕ(ξ)

=
1

1 +
1

ϕ(y(ξ))

and observe that

Φ(y10(10ξ)) = Φ(10y(ξ)) = ϕ(0y(ξ)) =
1

1 +
1

ϕ(y(ξ))

.

so the proof is complete. ⊔⊓

Hence the group L could be understood as the group of bijections of
2N generated by x, x1, and y10.

5. Labeled tree pair diagrams

Our goal in this section is to construct tree diagrams to represent ele-
ments of L the same way as regular tree pair diagrams do for elements
of F . Elements of L can now be understood as maps between binary
sequences, and those are codified by trees as in F : The only thing that
is new is to have a way to know when there are copies of y involved in
the element.

This is achieved with dots in nodes, a dot for each y. A dot can
be placed in a node or leaf, and the dot indicates that any sequence
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starting at that node is affected by y. The generator y10 is the following
map in binary sequences:

y10 : 2
N −→ 2N

y10(0ζ) = 0ζ
y10(10ζ) = 10y(ζ)
y10(11ζ) = 11ζ

and can be represented with the diagram in figure 5.

Figure 5. The tree pair diagram for the element y10.

A diagram can have several dots, all of them in the target tree, and we
can denote with an empty dot when there is a map y−1. Finally, if two
or more dots accumulate in the same vertex, we can label the vertex
with the number of dots. And clearly the two trees can be different.
An example should clarify this.

Example 5.1. The map between binary sequences given
by

z : 2N −→ 2N

z(00ζ) = 0ζ
z(010ζ) = 10y(0y(ζ))
z(011ζ) = 10y(10y2(ζ))
z(10ζ) = 10y(11ζ)
z(110ζ) = 110y−1(ζ)
z(111ζ) = 111ζ

can be represented by the diagram

2

Observe how z(010ζ) = 10y(0y(ζ)). The path in the target tree that
leads to the 100 leaf has two dots. Each one of the dots represents a
map y, which affects to all the sequences that start from it. Accord-
ingly, there is two instances of y in the image, in the appropriate places.
Observe also that the last caret in each tree is exposed, but it cannot
be eliminated because of the y−1 in the 110 leaf.
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6. The large Lodha-Moore group

The way the map y comes to play in the group L is only through
the element y10. Observe that this element only affects the sequences
starting with 10, and the rest are unaffected. This corresponds to the
fact that c has compact support.

Now, all the maps ys, for different sequences s ∈ 2N, are conjugates
of y10 through an element of F , but as long as s is not a constant
sequence, i.e., s is not 000...0 or 111...1. These sequences correspond
to half-infinite intervals on the real line and they are not conjugate to
[0, 1]. Hence, the y generators on these constant sequences are not in
L.

To obtain these generators on the constant sequences, one needs to add
the maps y0 and y1 to the list, so that one obtains half-infinite intervals.
All other ys with constant s are conjugate of these. This prompts the
following definition:

Definition 6.1. The large Lodha-Moore group, denoted M , is the
group of maps between binary sequences generated by x, x1, y0, y1 and
y10.

It is an interesting exercise for the reader to construct maps on the
real line which correspond to y0 and y1 via the maps ϕ and Φ. The
maps have half-infinite support and they have slopes 2 or 1/2 on those
intervals. Obviously, M is the group of maps in R generated by a, b, c
and these two maps.

This is also easily recognizable in the labeled diagrams. A labeled
tree pair diagram for an element of L can only have labels in interior
vertices, that is, there can be no labels in the left and right edges of
the tree. These correspond to constant sequences. If a diagram has a
label or a dot on a vertex on one of the two sides of the tree, then it
represents an element of M and not of L. See figure 6.

7. Multiplication

The multiplication should proceed the same way as in F , that is, mak-
ing the two middle trees the same so the maps can be composed, and
the y dots from the first element are carried all the way to the last tree.
See an example in figure 7. Clearly, a black and a white dot in the same
place cancel out. The reader is encouraged to write down the map in
binary sequences corresponding to this example to convince themselves
that this is correct.
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−2

Figure 6. The diagrams for the generators y0 and y1 and an exam-
ple of an element in M .

* * * *

Figure 7. Multiplication of two elements in L via tree pair dia-
grams. Observe how the dots are carried out from the target tree
of the first element to the target tree of the second, using the leaves
marked with an asterisk.

But there are some cases which present some problems. See what
happens when one multiplies, for instance, the elements y10 and x1.

When applying y10 we get the sequence 10y(ξ), to which x1 has to be
applied. But the image by x1 depends on whether the sequence starts
by 100 or 101. So this cannot be done. Splitting the standard way
does not help because we get 10y(0η) and 10y(1η) and we still do not
know whether they start by 100 or 101.
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?

Figure 8. Trying to multiply y10 and x1. The sequence 10y(ξ)
cannot be introduced into x1 because it is not clear whether it
starts by 100 or 101.

We need to use the definition of y to split the sequence 10y(ξ) into:

10y(00ζ) = 100y(ζ)
10y(01ζ) = 1010y−1(ζ)
10y(1ζ) = 1011y(ζ)

and now x1 can be applied because it is clear to which leaves in x1 each
corresponds.

Graphically, this implies that in a tree, we can perform the following
substitution:

Figure 9. The splitting rule for y.

And now the multiplication can be easily performed. See figure 12 for
the multiplication performed step by step.

The rule of thumb that it is necessary to follow to perform the multi-
plication is the following:

To be able to multiply two diagrams, it is strictly necessary that
the dots and labels in the target tree of the first element
are placed below the leaves of the source tree of the second
element. If a label is placed in what corresponds to a node of the
source tree of the second element, it is necessary to split the labeled
node according to the substitutions for y.

The basic substitutions that can be performed are

Figure 10. The basic substitutions for y.
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and in general, if there are more complicated labels, the substitution is

m m−1

i

i+1k

j j−1 k+1  

Figure 11. The general substitution for y.

and observe that the basic substitutions are a particular case of the
general one.

Finally, note that it is possible that we need more than one substitution
to be able to multiply two elements. See another example where the
multiplication y210x1 in figure 14 requires three substitutions.

Hence, multiplication in the group L is slightly more complicated than
in F , but it still is reasonably done, at the price of performing all these
substitutions on the labeled tree.

One last caveat to be aware of. In the general substitution rule, there
is a vertex which has no label. It is strictly necessary that this vertex
has no label, or the substitution cannot be performed. An element such
as the one in figure 13 cannot have a substitution performed at the
vertex 10, because the vertex 100 has a dot. To be able to split the
vertex 10, the vertex 100 has to be split first and the dots be pushed
down. There is also an example of this fact in Figure 14, where the
second substitution has to be performed before the third one can be
made.

8. Generators and standard form

In this section we would like to start working towards finding presenta-
tions for L and M . Multiplication on the tree pair diagrams will help
us to find generators and easy forms to write elements.

Proposition 8.1. The Lodha–Moore groups have the following sets of
generators:

(1) For the group L, we have elements xs for s ∈ 2<N, and elements
ys for those s ∈ 2<N which are not constantly 0 or 1.

(2) For the group M , we have xs and ys for all s ∈ 2<N.

Proof. The proof is easy when we consider the tree pair diagram. If we
are given an element of L or M , see it as a map on binary sequences,
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Figure 12. The multiplication of y10 and x1 performed after the
splitting of the leaf with the dot.

Figure 13. An element where a substitution cannot be made.
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2

2

2

Figure 14. The multiplication y210x1, which requires three substitu-
tions. The three substitutions are performed at the vertices marked
with arrows, and the dashed lines mark the carets involved in the
third substitution, according to the general rule.

and then from it, construct a tree pair diagram for the element. This
diagram will have a source tree S, and then a target tree T with possibly
a bunch of labels on its vertices. Split the diagram into two. The first
diagram has the trees (S, T ), giving an element of F . And the second
diagram has T as both source and target trees, and the target tree has
all the labels of the element.
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Clearly the first diagram (S, T ) is a product of elements xs as element
of F . For the second tree, observe that it can be written as a product
of elements ys, because the two trees are the same. This proves that
the two families generate the groups, remembering that the constant
sequences do appear in M but they cannot appear in L. ⊔⊓

Let us elaborate on this process of writing an element with the same
tree as source and target (and labels on the target) as a product of el-
ements ys. As an example, the reader can try to multiply the element
y100y10, which is possible with no subdivisions, whereas the product
y10y100 cannot. This is because the sequences 10 and 100 are com-
parable, one is a prefix of the other, and one of the two nodes is a
descendant of the other. Hence, if we are multiplying two elements
ysyt, then this can be done directly if s has t as a prefix, that is, the
node s is located below the node t in the tree. This is apparent if the
reader draws the two diagrams for the two elements.

Hence, we have the following result.

Proposition 8.2. An element which has the same tree as both source
and target, and which has the labels a1 in the node s1, a2 on the node
s2, . . ., and ak in the node sk, is equal to the product

ya1s1y
a2
s2
. . . yaksk

as long as: if the node sj is a prefix for si, then i < j. That is, if i < j,
and the the nodes si and sj are comparable, then si is a descendant of
sj.

The result is clear when one observes the diagram and the word in
the ys. Labels for elements which appear first are located below those
which appear later. If they are not comparable, then this is irrelevant
because the elements commute.

Example 8.3. In the example in figure 15, we see that the
generators involved are

y001 y01 y011 y0110 y0111

and, according to the rule, in the word the generators y0110
and y0111 have to be placed before y011, and this one before
y01. If we follow this rule, the word we find is something like

y001 y
−1
0110 y

−3
0111 y

2
011 y01.

The position of y001 is irrelevant because it commutes with
all the others. The reader should check by doing the multi-
plications in diagrams that it can be done in a straightfor-
ward fashion without performing any subdivisions.
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2

−3

Figure 15. Writing a diagram with equal trees as a product of the
generators ys.

Definition 8.4. A word on the generators xs and ys is said to be in
standard form if it has first a word only on the xs (hence an element of
F ) and then a word only on the ys satisfying the extra condition: If t
is a prefix of s and both ys and yt appear in the word, then ys appears
before yt. Namely, the word is

xa1
s1
xa2
s2
. . . xan

sn
yb1t1 y

b2
t2
. . . ybmtm

in such a way that if tj is a prefix of ti, then i < j, that is, ti appears
before tj.

It is clear from the discussion above that an element can always be put
in standard form, by just looking at the diagram and splitting into the
two elements, one in F and one with the same source and target tree.
On the latter, the labels correspond to yt generators, and if chosen in
the right order they always produce a standard form.

Our last task is to produce the standard form algebraically. For this,
we need relations in the group. Both L and M admit the following sets
of relations (for the s allowed in each group).

(1) x2
s = xs0xsxs1,

(2) if xs can be applied to t, then xtxs = xsxxs(t),
(3) if xs can be applied to t, then ytxs = xsyxs(t),
(4) if s and t are incompatible, then ysyt = ytys,
(5) ys = xsys0y

−1
s10ys11.

Mind you, we are not saying that these are all relations there are. This
will be true, but it requires a proof that will come later. For now,
we just verify that these relations are true and that they are enough
to produce a standard form given any word on the generators. It is
straightforward to verify that these relations are true.

Relations (1) and (2) are proper of F and they already appear in [3].
Look at relations (2) and (3). We have that sometimes xs cannot be
applied to all t, for instance x1 cannot be applied to 1 or to 10 because
it depends on the further digits of the sequence.
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To obtain a standard form, relation (3) can be used to move all yt to
the right of xs. It is possible though, that this cannot be done directly.
We may encounter that a yt that needs to be moved past xs cannot
because xs does not apply to t. A simple cross examination on words
and diagrams will convince the reader that this is exactly the problem
we encounter with multiplication in diagrams in section 7. Check again
the multiplication of y10 and x1 to see that x1 does not apply to 10 and
see figures 8 and 12.

This problem is solved there with the expansion of the corresponding
dot using substitution rules. Here, relation (5) is the exact algebraic
expression which corresponds to expansion of a dot. The reader should
check that writing relation (5) in diagrams gives exactly the substi-
tution rule given in section 7. Using relation (5), we observe that all
three ys0, ys10, and ys11 are located below ys, so by using the relation
repeatedly if necessary, we can always make sure that the generators
yt we want to move past xs always have a t to which xs can be applied
(i.e., in the diagram, the dots are located below the leaves of xs as we
needed for diagram multiplication).

As it happens in F , the diagrams and the algebraic expressions com-
plement each other beautifully and make everything fall into place. We
have the following result:

Theorem 8.5. Each element of L or M admits a (nonunique) expres-
sion in standard form.

One last advice, about inverses. Given a word in standard form, its
inverse computed algebraically is not in standard form, because the
order of the generators is inverted. There is nothing to be done about
this. Also, there is no easy shortcut to compute inverses with diagrams,
nothing like changing the signs of the labels or the black by white dots
or something like that. This is true for the generators ys, but not in
general.

To be convinced of this, the reader just needs to compute the inverse
of y100 y10, which is in standard form. If one replaces the black dots
by white dots in the diagram, one obtains the element y−1

100 y
−1
10 , which

is in standard form, but which is obviously not the inverse of y100 y10.
To obtain this inverse, we need to take y−1

10 y−1
100 and multiply using

diagrams, or if one prefers to, transform it algebraically into standard
form by applying relation (5) to y−1

10 . The reader can check that the
element we obtain is

x−1
10 y−1

1000 y1001 y
−1
100 y

−1
101
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which is a standard form for the inverse of y100 y10. This is obtained
applying first relation (5) to y−1

10 and then several instances of relation
(3) to bring the x back to the front. Observe also that y101 commutes
with the other three y generators, by relation (4).

9. Presentation

The goal of this section is to prove that the set of relations listed above:

(1) x2
s = xs0xsxs1,

(2) if xs can be applied to t, then xtxs = xsxxs(t),
(3) if xs can be applied to t, then ytxs = xsyxs(t),
(4) if s and t are incompatible, then ysyt = ytys,
(5) ys = xsys0y

−1
s10ys11.

is a complete set of relations, that is, a word on the xs and yt which
represents the identity can be brought to be the identity using only
these relations. This will work for both L and M , knowing that if it
is L, we are only allowed to use generators and relations that have no
dots on the sides of the tree.

The idea of the proof is what one would expect. Use the relations (3),
(4) and (5) when needed to bring the word to standard form. Once
it is in standard form, if it has dots, and the word is the identity, we
must be able to perform some substitutions in such a way that all the
dots disappear. If they do not, the word is not the identity. And if
there are no dots, the word is in F and we do know that the word is
consequence of (1) and (2).

The problem is to devise a way which can detect that it is impossible
to eliminate all the dots. The process will involve the concept of ray
and, most importantly, potential cancellations.

Definition 9.1. A ray is a path in a tree that goes from the root to a
leaf. We say that two dots on the same ray (i.e. a dot is on top of the
other) form a potential cancellation if, first, there are no other dots
between the two in the ray, and second, if by performing a sequence
of expansions to the top dot and its descendants, when the expansion
reaches the bottom dot, it cancels.

See figure 16 for an example with potential cancellations and how this
cancellations are removed, according to the next result.

Proposition 9.2. Every element in L or M has a diagram with no
potential cancellations.
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Figure 16. An example of potential cancellations. The top dia-
gram has two potential cancellations, the dot in the vertex 10 has
potential cancellations with the two dots on the bottom. First we
perform a subdivision on the vertex 10, and then two more expan-
sions at the vertices marked with arrows in the second diagram.
Observe how each expansion makes one of the two original dots
disappear. The resulting diagram has no potential cancellations.
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Proof. The idea is to push the dots down from top to bottom. The
key observation is that if we take a top dot involved in a potential
cancellation and we expand it, the number of potential cancellations
cannot increase, it can only decrease. This is because if a dot has
cancellations with some dots below it, these dots below it will still
have cancellations with one of the three dots created in the subdivision
of the top dot. Note that no cancellation can be created, because any
cancellation that exists after the subdivision, had to be already there
with the dot before subdividing. It is important that we subdivide the
top dot, because if we subdivide the bottom dot, now the number of
cancellations will grow (there are three dots below where before there
was only one).

Hence, start with the topmost dot in the diagram which is involved in
a potential cancellation. If there is more than one, take any of those.
Now expand it. When this expansion is performed, maybe some of the
cancellations will be effectively performed (in which case the number
of potential cancellations is reduced), or maybe not, but in this case,
the number of potential cancellations remains the same. Continue the
process. Observe that the process must end because in this expansion,
the sum of the total distances between two dots involved in potential
cancellations is strictly reduced. ⊔⊓

This is best understood when looking at an example, for instance the
one in figure 16. The first diagram has two potential cancellations, and
the sum of the two distances is 6. Perform the subdivision of the dot
10. Now there is still two potential cancellations, but the distances
are 1 and 2, so the sum is 3. The two dots marked with an arrow
have inherited the two cancellations from the top dot. Now each of
these two is expanded (performed at the same time in the figure) and
each expansion cancels its corresponding bottom dot, so the resulting
diagram now has no potential cancellations, in fact, there are no two
dots in the same ray.

This process helps us because of the following result.

Proposition 9.3. If an element in L or M is actually in F , then a
diagram for it with no potential cancellations has no labels at all.

This is the key. If a given word in the generators is to represent the
identity, we first transform it into standard form, and then from it,
produce a diagram with no potential cancellations by expanding the
dots in the target tree. If there are any dots left, the element is not
the identity. And if there are no dots, then the element is in F , and we
can use all the machinery for F . It is interesting to remark that this
process solves the word problem for the groups L and M .
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The proof for this result will be expressed as a consequence of the two
following lemmas.

Lemma 9.4. Let an element of L or M be written in standard form
with no potential cancellations. Look at a ray which has labels, and let
n the total sum of the absolute values of the labels appearing in the ray.
Then, there is a representative for this element such that there exists a
ray whose only label is n and it is on its leaf.

Observe that we count here labels which are positive or negative. The
dots may change from positive to negative when performing expan-
sions, so all of them must count. The content of this lemma is just
that all the dots on a ray (positive or negative) will be accumulated
on a leaf (possibly on a different ray, remember that the rays change
when expanding). None of these dots can be canceled in the process be-
cause that would mean the original diagram would have had a potential
cancellation to begin with.

Proof. Again, just keep pushing the dots down. Pick a ray which has
dots, a total of n. The proof goes by induction on n. If n = 1, the ray
has a single dot. We need to move the dot to the leaf, so expand the dot.
This creates three dots, but one of them is in the ray which corresponds
to the original ray, is the only dot in the ray, and it is located one or
two spots down. This movement cannot create a potential cancellation,
as we have seen above. Keep expanding and moving the dot down. If
when we get to the leaf the dot is only one edge away from the leaf
and cannot be moved, add a caret to the leaf to be able to perform the
expansion. The picture is the same as in figure 17, with n = 1 and the
leaf with no label.

Now for the inductive step. We have n− 1 dots already moved to the
leaf and there is one left. It is the same as before, move the dot down
using expansions. Dots will be created outside the ray, but those do
not affect the ray in question. Again, when the dot reaches the leaf,
it is possible that the expansion cannot be performed because the leaf
has dots and it does not fit in the expansion picture. This happens if
we are in one of the situations pictured in figure 17.

n−1 n−1

Figure 17. The cases that require enlarging the ray to accumulate
the labels.
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In the left case, and note that n is positive, append 02
n−1

to the leaf
(with 2n−1 carets, see figure 18). Since y(02

n−1
ξ) = 0y(ξ), after this

enlarging and many expansions, all n− 1 dots will have moved to the
left child and now we have an empty vertex which allows to perform
a substitution to accumulate a label n in the leaf. The number of
expansions which needs to be done in this process may be exponential
in n. Many dots will be created, but always outside the ray. The only
thing we care for is that the ray involved has all its dots accumulated
in the leaf. The process is illustrated in figure 18. In the case on the
right hand side of figure 17, add 12

n−1
instead of 02

n−1
and the proof

continues the same way using now y−1.

After this process, we see that all the dots that were on a ray in the
original tree, now are accumulated in a leaf, possibly on a different ray
than the one they started on. ⊔⊓

This is the final lemma.

Lemma 9.5. In a diagram for an element of L or M , if there is a
ray which has a label only on the leaf, the element is not in F . In
particular, it is not the identity.

Proof. Observe that elements of F , when considered as maps on binary
sequences, they preserve the tails of the sequences, each infinite binary
sequence is modified only in a finite number of terms, the rest is fixed.
It is only the y that does not preserve the tails.

Now, if the diagram has a ray with a single vertex with a label n >
0 on the leaf and nothing else, observe that the map in binary se-
quences will involve yn, which sends the tail 02

n
102

n
102

n
1... to the tail

012
n
012

n
012

n
..., and hence this element cannot be in F . ⊔⊓

Observe that given a diagram, we construct the corresponding diagram
with no potential cancellations. If this diagram has labels, according
to the first lemma, all labels on a ray can be moved to a leaf, and from
the second lemma, the element is not in F and hence cannot be the
identity. This completes the proof of proposition 9.3.

10. Abelianization and the commutator subgroup

The abelianization and subgroup structure for L is remarkably similar
to F . The goal of this section is to describe the abelianization, the
commutator subgroup and prove its simplicity, as it happens with F .
These results are based on the paper [2].
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2

2

2

3

(1)

(2)

(3) (4)

(5) (6)

Figure 18. An example of how to accumulate the dot to the label
2 down the ray 100. In (2) we append 0000 to the ray and expand
one of the two y in the vertex 100. In (3) expand the vertex 1000.
In (4) we perform a substitution on 100 again. So in (5) we have
achieved our purpose of moving the label 2 one spot down the ray,
by using, as explained in the text, that y2(0000ξ) = 0y2(ξ). Many
other dots have appeared, but not on the ray in question. Finally,
in (5) we are in disposition to expand the dot on 10 so that in (6)
all labels of the ray are accumulated in the vertex 100, which is
the leaf.
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The abelianization map can be computed directly by just constructing
a map from L to the free abelian group of rank three. The first two
components will agree with the abelianization map for F . Define the
map

π : L −→ Z3

π(x) = (1, 1, 0)
π(x1) = (0, 1, 0)
π(y10) = (0, 0, 1).

When we check the map with the relations we deduce that the map is
well defined, so it gives a homomorphism between L and Z3. The F
relations will work as in F , and observe that all generators xs (except
x and all the x111...1 with sequence constantly 1) are in the kernel of π.
And all the relations involving ys have the same total exponent sum
for ys generators at both sides of the relation. Hence, we have that this
map is well defined.

So, since the group is 3-generated, its abelianization map is a quotient
of Z3, so since it admits a map onto Z3 this map must be the abelian-
ization map (possibly up to a change of basis in Z3). Hence, the kernel
is the commutator subgroup. We have now the following result:

Proposition 10.1. The commutator of L contains all elements in L
which have compact support and whose total exponent for the ys gen-
erators is zero, and it is a simple group.

The proof for the simplicity will be deduced from the next few results.

Elements have compact support, as they do in F . This suggests the
possibility of using a theorem by Higman from [4]. Let G be a group
of bijections of some set E. For g ∈ G define its support supp(g) as
the set of points in x ∈ E such that g(x) ̸= x.

Theorem 10.2. Let α and β be two elements of such a group G. Call
S = supp(α) ∪ supp(β). And let γ ∈ G be an element, with γ ̸= 1.
If, for these elements α, β, γ we can find ρ ∈ G such that γ(ρ(S)) and
ρ(S) are disjoint, then G′ is simple.

We can apply this theorem to L′ since we need elements to have com-
pact support. The set S is bounded. So one only needs to choose an
interval I such that γ(I) ∩ I = ∅, which always exists by continuity
if γ is not the identity. Use now the high transitivity properties for
F to choose ρ such that it moves S inside I, and the hypotheses of
the theorem are satisfied. Since we have applied the theorem to L′, we
deduce the following result.

Proposition 10.3. The second commutator L′′ is simple.
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The proof will finish if we prove the first and second commutators are
equal.

Proposition 10.4. L′ = L′′.

Proof. Take an element g ∈ L′. Write it in standard form such that
the y part is

ya1s1 . . . y
an
sn
,

for some binary sequences si, and also with a1 + · · · + an = 0, which
is guaranteed by the total y exponent equal to zero. Observe that
the x part of the standard form has compact support, so it belongs to
F ′ = F ′′ ⊂ L′′. So we only need to prove that the y part is in L′′.

The proof goes by induction on k = |a1| + · · · + |an| which is clearly
an even number. There will be some ai positive and some negative.
Since L′′ is normal, we can conjugate cyclically and assume the word
starts by a subword of the type ysy

−1
t . As the starting point of the

induction, just take 1 ∈ L′′. We just need to prove that ysy
−1
t ∈ L′′

and using the induction hypothesis for the rest of the word, the proof
will be complete. We will work the case when s and t are consecutive,
that is, the corresponding intervals in R are adjacent.

Take the word w = y100y
−1
101 ∈ L′. Construct an element f ∈ F ′ such

that
fwf−1 = y10011y

−1
101,

which is possible because these two sequences are also consecutive and
any of these can be F ′-conjugated to any other, by transitivity. Now
we have that [w, f ] = wfw−1f−1 ∈ L′′, since it is the commutator of
two elements in L′. But clearly

[w, f ] = y100y
−1
10011.

Now expand y100 to get

[w, f ] = x100y1000y
−1
10010y10011y

−1
10011 = x100y1000y

−1
10010.

As mentioned before, we know that x100 ∈ L′′ because of compact sup-
port, so this implies that y1000y

−1
10010 ∈ L′′, and these are two consecutive

binary sequences. Hence, by transitivity and conjugation, any ysy
−1
t

with consecutive binary sequences is in L′′.

If the two sequences are not consecutive, either fill up in between or
expand one of them using the y expansion to put it as product of
consecutive pairs. See details in [2]. ⊔⊓

This finishes the proof of the fact that L′ is simple. More details about
the commutators for L and M can be found in [2]. In particular, as
it happens in F , all quotients of L are either abelian or isomorphic
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to L. We also know its structure of finite-index subgroups and normal
subgroups, based on the one for Z3. And we have thatM ′ is not simple,
but M ′′ is, in fact we have that M ′′ = L′.
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